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John Carlson hosts a daily radio program, "The Commentators," with KOMO 4's

Ken Schram each weekday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

John Carlson | How NOT to reform
health care

By JOHN CARLSON

Bellevue Reporter Columnist

Today, 9:11 AM · UPDATED

Over the past couple of months I’ve written two

columns about health care reforms that actually hold

down costs while improving people’s health care. One

is the system used in Singapore. The second is the

corporate plan used by Whole Foods. Both use the

same basic principles:

1). The health insurance plan is high deductible, and

less costly.

2). People have money deposited in a “health savings

account” that can be used only for a family’s health related

expenses. If they don’t use all the money in their account by year’s

end, it “rolls over” to the following year and accumulates.

3). People use their health accounts instead of insurance to pay for

routine health care expenses, which gives them an incentive to shop

for good value and helps create a health care marketplace where

prices are kept reasonable by competition.

4). People pay less if they watch their weight, don’t smoke and stay

in shape.

The health reform bills in Congress would take America in precisely

the opposite direction, with the government assuming a larger role in

people’s health care decisions. Is there a working model for their

plan?

Yes, in Massachusetts.

The same goals and principles of the bills in Congress were passed there in 2006. The plan was

championed by its Republican Gov. Mitt Romney and the Democrat-dominated legislature, so it had

bipartisan support. But politics aside, how has it worked?

The good news is that Massachusetts cut the number of uninsured people by two thirds – more than 97

percent of the people now have health coverage. The problem is what it took to get there. People were left

with fewer choices, higher insurance costs, and higher taxes. Health care costs continue to rise.

Michael Cannon from the Detroit News reports that the costs of private health care premiums are growing

about 33 percent higher than most other states. Why? Because Massachusetts requires everyone to buy

health insurance that covers 16 different types of coverage whether you need it or not, such as pediatric

care, fertility services, testicular cancer and drug abuse treatment. These mandates have spiked the cost

of insurance, making it more difficult to offer affordable insurance plans. On top of that, young and healthy

people have to pay higher premiums because state regulations require insurance companies to sell

unhealthy people medical insurance for about the same price that healthy people pay. It’s like requiring an

insurance company to sell auto coverage to both good and bad drivers for the same price.

Poll
Will you get a swine flu shot when it’s

available?

 Yes

 No

 View results
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John Carlson hosts a daily radio program, “The Commentators,” with KOMO 4’s Ken Schram each

weekday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. E-mail him at johncarlson@komoradio.com.

Bellevue Reporter Columnist John Carlson can be reached at johncarlson@komoradio.com.

COMMENTING RULES: We encourage an open exchange of ideas in the PNWLocalNews.com

community, but we ask you to follow our guidelines for respecting community standards. In a nutshell,

don't say anything you wouldn't want your mother to read.

Required: Please login below to comment.

You must log into your Disqus Profile in order to post comments.
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